Case History - Gatwick Airport
Who are Gatwick Airport?
Gatwick Airport is the second largest airport in the UK and handles around 33 million
passangers a year travelling to over 200 destinations in 90 countries across the globe.
We are always looking to improve the service we offer to travellers passing throuh the
airport and building new facililties and upgrading existing ones is a major part of this.
A £1 billion capital investment programme is currently funding an extensive
transformation at the site and there are over 200 on-going or planned projects. This has
given us a major procurement excercise to organise.

Why did you decide to adopt Constructionline?
We recognised that it’s pre-qualification questionnaire (PQQ) would source all the
information we need to be sure of our suppliers competency without us having to issue our
own or request further details apart from for highly specialist projects.
The fact that the databse is capable of filtering responses to our OJEU notices is also key as
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we typically face a huge amount of responses that would demand a great deal of resource
to process.
Many of our frameworks extend over several years meaning there is a constant need to
check that our contractors remain fit to supply. Constructionline’s real-time monitoring
feature means that we are able to routinely check on our suppliers’ financial records,
insurance details and health & safety certifications which is essential to reduce the
amount of risk we are exposed to.

How are you benefiting from Constructionline?
Our procurement processes have become more efficient. Only having to request a
contractors Constructionline number rather than asking for a full PQQ has allowed us to
streamline our sourcing process and eliminate a number of non-value added activities. It
has also been welcomed by our suppliers as they are no longer duplicating information for
us.
The search tool on the database is saving us time as it allows us to filter out any unsuitable
contractors so we can source local companies and directly contact only the most
appropriate suppliers.
Our Business Development Manager helped us to fit the programme around our
procurement requirements so the transition was smooth and expertly managed with a
minimum amount of disruption to our processes.
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“The database’s capability
of filtering responses to our
OJEU notices is also key as
we typically face a huge
amount of responses that
would demand a great deal of
resource to process.”
Goran Jovanovic
Process & Systems Manager
Gatwick Airport

